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God's Promises Every Day
365 quotations from general authorities of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints and the Bible, the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine
and Covenants, and the Pearl of Great Price accompanied by insights
and commentary.

God's Daily Promises
Benedictine Promises for Everyday People
A year-long collection of daily devotionals offers biblical wisdom
that can be applied to modern life to reinforce one's relationship
with God and provide a new understanding of what it is to live a moral
life.

Called to Lead
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"New York Times-"bestselling author and Ohio State football coach
Tressel shares a collection of inspiring readings and Bible promises
designed to encourage those seeking to succeed in every area of life.

Each Day a New Beginning
One-Minute Bible books offer a spiritual jumpstart with daily
devotions designed to fit even the busiest schedules. Each includes
Scripture readings, reflections from acclaimed and classic writers,
and beautiful design.

Promises to Keep
A look into Venterra's Customer Experience Values told in the words of
our employees and apartment residents. http: //venterraliving.com/

Running with the Giants
For every day of the year, an inspirational promise from God is
followed by a short devotional note, and closes with a thoughtprovoking question designed to encourage and motivate readers to
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embrace the awesome power of promises that will never be broken.

Think on These Things
Bestselling author John C. Maxwell's signature leadership principles
are drawn straight from the Bible. This 3rd Edition of the Maxwell
Leadership Bible brings those lessons together with the Scriptures,
including brand new inspiring content, and a new a full-color redesign
featuring NKJV Comfort Print.

A Leader's Heart
It's obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on
everyone's mind. All of us long to know what life after death will be
like. Bestselling author John Burke is no exception. For decades, he
has been studying accounts of people who have had near-death
experiences (NDEs). While not every detail of individual NDEs
correlate with Scripture, Burke shows how the common experiences
shared by thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible
and the exhilarating picture of heaven he promises. Imagine Heaven is
an inspirational journey through the Bible's picture of heaven,
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colored in with the real-life stories of heaven's wonders. Burke
compares gripping stories of NDEs to what Scripture says about our
biggest questions of heaven: Will I be myself? Will I see friends and
loved ones? What will it look like? What is God like? What will we do
forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel readers
into an experience that will forever change their view of the life to
come and the way they live life today. It also tackles the tough
questions of heavenly reward and hellish NDEs. Anyone interested in
NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more clearly will enjoy this
fascinating and hope-filled book.

Women in Leadership
Ten years ago, world-renowned professors W. Chan Kim and Renee
Mauborgne broke ground by introducing "blue ocean strategy," a new
model for discovering uncontested markets that are ripe for growth. In
this bound version of their bestselling Harvard Business Review
classic article, they apply their concepts and tools to what is
perhaps the greatest challenge of leadership: closing the gulf between
the potential and the realized talent and energy of employees.
Research indicates that this gulf is vast: According to Gallup, 70% of
workers are disengaged from their jobs. If companies could find a way
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to convert them into engaged employees, the results could be
transformative. The trouble is, managers lack a clear understanding of
what changes they could make to bring out the best in everyone. In
this article, Kim and Mauborgne offer a solution to that problem: a
systematic approach to uncovering, at each level of the organization,
which leadership acts and activities will inspire employees to give
their all, and a process for getting managers throughout the company
to start doing them. Blue ocean leadership works because the managers'
"customers"--that is, the people managers oversee and report to--are
involved in identifying what's effective and what isn't. Moreover, the
approach doesn't require leaders to alter who they are, just to
undertake a different set of tasks. And that kind of change is much
easier to implement and track than changes to values and mind-sets.
The Harvard Business Review Classics series offers you the opportunity
to make seminal Harvard Business Review articles a part of your
permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a
groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire
countless managers around the world--and will have a direct impact on
you today and for years to come.

Niv, Maxwell Leadership Bible, 3rd Edition, Hardcover,
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Comfort Print
“It’s not the magic that makes it work; it’s the way we work that
makes it magic.” The secret for creating “magic” in our careers, our
organizations, and our lives is simple: outstanding leadership—the
kind that inspires employees, delights customers, and achieves
extraordinary business results. No one knows more about this kind of
leadership than Lee Cockerell, the man who ran Walt Disney World®
Resort operations for over a decade. And in Creating Magic, he shares
the leadership principles that not only guided his own journey from a
poor farm boy in Oklahoma to the head of operations for a multibillion
dollar enterprise, but that also soon came to form the cultural
bedrock of the world’s number one vacation destination. But as Lee
demonstrates, great leadership isn’t about mastering impossibly
complex management theories. We can all become outstanding leaders by
following the ten practical, common sense strategies outlined in this
remarkable book. As straightforward as they are profound, these
leadership lessons include: Everyone is important. Make your people
your brand. Burn the free fuel: appreciation, recognition, and
encouragement. Give people a purpose, not just a job. Combining
surprising business wisdom with insightful and entertaining stories
from Lee’s four decades on the front lines of some of the world’s bestPage 7/32
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run companies, Creating Magic shows all of us – from small business
owners to managers at every level – how to become better leaders by
infusing quality, character, courage, enthusiasm, and integrity into
our workplace and into our lives.

Wow Matters
Lead-er-shift [verb]: The act of nimbly adapting one’s leadership in
the midst of rapid change. The term leadershift may be new to you, but
the climate of change that demands it is not. As a leader, you already
know that it takes more than staying the course to be successful. The
key to not just surviving but to continual innovation, improvement,
and influence is to learn how to leadershift. In the Leadershift
Workbook, based on the bestselling book of the same name, author John
C. Maxwell helps leaders make the changes the current fast-paced
environment demands. He begins by helping leaders embrace seven
principles to face every situation with flexibility and confidence:
Continually learn, unlearn, and relearn Value yesterday, but live in
today Rely on speed, but thrive on timing See the big picture as the
picture keeps getting bigger Live in today, but think about tomorrow
Move forward courageously in the midst of uncertainty Realize today’s
best will not meet tomorrow’s challenges In each of the lessons in
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this workbook, John shares the critical shifts he has personally made
over the course of his long and successful leadership career,
including the Adaptive Shift from Plan A to Option A, the Production
Shift from Ladder Climbing to Ladder Building, and the Influence Shift
from Positional Authority to Moral Authority. These leadershifts will
change the way you think, act, and ultimately lead so you can be
proactive and successful in an ever-changing world. Designed for use
with the Leadershift book (9780718098506).

Mastering Leadership
". . . warmth and humor of Munsch at his best".--Globe and Mail. Fullcolor illustrations.

A Promise is a Promise
Motivational guru John C. Maxwell finds inspiration and encouragement
in the lives of Old Testament personalities.

Leadership Promises for Every Day
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New York Times Bestseller An invaluable primer from Richard Haass,
president of the Council on Foreign Relations, that will help anyone,
expert and non-expert alike, navigate a time in which many of our
biggest challenges come from the world beyond our borders. Like it or
not, we live in a global era, in which what happens thousands of miles
away has the ability to affect our lives. This time, it is a
Coronavirus known as Covid-19, which originated in a Chinese city many
had never heard of but has spread to the corners of the earth. Next
time it could well be another infectious disease from somewhere else.
Twenty years ago it was a group of terrorists trained in Afghanistan
and armed with box-cutters who commandeered four airplanes and flew
them into buildings (and in one case a field) and claimed nearly three
thousand lives. Next time it could be terrorists who use a truck bomb
or gain access to a weapon of mass destruction. In 2016 hackers in a
nondescript office building in Russia traveled virtually in cyberspace
to manipulate America's elections. Now they have burrowed into our
political life. In recent years, severe hurricanes and large fires
linked to climate change have ravaged parts of the earth; in the
future we can anticipate even more serious natural disasters. In 2008,
it was a global financial crisis caused by mortgage-backed securities
in America, but one day it could well be a financial contagion
originating in Europe, Asia, or Africa. This is the new normal of the
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21st century. The World is designed to provide readers of any age and
experience with the essential background and building blocks they need
to make sense of this complicated and interconnected world. It will
empower them to manage the flood of daily news. Readers will become
more informed, discerning citizens, better able to arrive at sound,
independent judgments. While it is impossible to predict what the next
crisis will be or where it will originate, those who read The World
will have what they need to understand its basics and the principal
choices for how to respond. In short, this book will make readers more
globally literate and put them in a position to make sense of this
era. Global literacy--knowing how the world works--is a must, as what
goes on outside a country matters enormously to what happens inside.
Although the United States is bordered by two oceans, those oceans are
not moats. And the so-called Vegas rule--what happens there stays
there--does not apply in today's world to anyone anywhere. U.S.
foreign policy is uniquely American, but the world Americans seek to
shape is not. Globalization can be both good and bad, but it is not
something that individuals or countries can opt out of. Even if we
want to ignore the world, it will not ignore us. The choice we face is
how to respond. We are connected to this world in all sorts of ways.
We need to better understand it, both its promise and its threats, in
order to make informed choices, be it as students, citizens, voters,
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parents, employees, or investors. To help readers do just that, The
World focuses on essential history, what makes each region of the
world tick, the many challenges globalization presents, and the most
influential countries, events, and ideas. Explaining complex ideas
with wisdom and clarity, Richard Haass's The World is an evergreen
book that will remain relevant and useful as history continues to
unfold.

Bible Promises for Men
Bestselling author John C. Maxwell's signature leadership principles
are all straight from the Bible. This 3rd Edition of the Maxwell
Leadership Bible brings those lessons together with the Scriptures,
including brand new inspiring content, and a new full-color redesign
featuring NIV Comfort Print.

The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind
With millions of copies sold, these inspirational daily meditations
speak to the common experiences, shared struggles, and unique
strengths of women in recovery from all addictions. Discover why Each
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Day a New Beginning has become a classic for recovering women
everywhere. Beloved author Karen Casey shares wisdom on spirituality,
acceptance, self-esteem, relationships, perfectionism, the importance
of connecting with other women, and many other topics essential for
continued sobriety and personal growth. These daily meditations begin
with quotations from exceptional and diverse women from around the
world and end with actionable affirmations for the twenty-four hours
ahead. In this perfect companion for AA, NA, and other Twelve Step
programs, all recovering women will find messages that inspire them to
live their best lives.

Fearless
BY A LEADER FOR LEADERS These devotions were forged, tested, and found
true through the lives of the leaders served by this author. These
devotions are written for smart, hard-working, no-nonsense workplace
leaders who are looking for something solid to help you improve your
leadership. If you are looking for a devotional to simply warm your
heart or cram more Scripture between your ears, find another book. If
you are eager to close the gap between the leader you are and the
leader God created you to be, humble enough to recognize that you
could use some help, and willing to try a proven approach, invest a
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few minutes each week with this book pondering the intersection of
your life and leadership and God's Word. We think you'll be glad you
did.

John C. Maxwell Signature Planner (Gray/Black LeatherLuxe®)
Learn to Lead?not just for yourself, but for the people who follow
you. For countless readers around the world, his name is synonymous
with leadership. And for more than two million organizational leaders,
the wisdom of John C. Maxwell has ignited learning, growth, and
lasting change. Now, for the first time, that wisdom has been
distilled into a single and powerful volume. The Maxwell Daily Reader
draws its unique power from an ageless truth: the heart of leadership
is created through actions, put into practice one day at a time.
Inside, each day's message will equip you with the inspiration and
advice to unlock every bit of your leadership potential.

Close Your Open Door Policy
Each sunrise seems to bring fresh reasons for fear. They're talking
layoffs at work, slowdowns in the economy, flare-ups in the Middle
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East, turnovers at headquarters, downturns in the housing market,
upswings in global warming. The plague of our day, terrorism, begins
with the word terror. Fear, it seems, has taken up a hundred-year
lease on the building next door and set up shop. Oversized and rude,
fear herds us into a prison of unlocked doors. Wouldn't it be great to
walk out? Imagine your life, wholly untouched by angst. What if faith,
not fear, was your default reaction to threats? If you could hover a
fear magnet over your heart and extract every last shaving of dread,
insecurity, or doubt, what would remain? Envision a day, just one day,
where you could trust more and fear less. Can you imagine your life
without fear?

Niv, Maxwell Leadership Bible, 3rd Edition, Leathersoft,
Black, Comfort Print
A powerful new movement is sweeping across America:Christian men are
coming together to make a difference in their families, churches,
businesses, and communities.They are helping one another acknowledge a
deep-seated need and hunger for spiritual nourishment and Christian
fellowship. They are "sharpening" one another's understanding of what
it means to be a man today. The first book of daily meditations
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created expressly for men in search of spirituality, Promises to Keep
draws together the words of hundreds of prominent Christian authors
and leaders. Offering inspiration and motivation, this little treasure
provides the spiritual dimensions lacking in the lives of so many and
proves that men can be strong and tender, can lead without tyranny,
can be authoritative without arrogance, and can have relationships
with each other that are full of meaning, insight, and even love.

He Shall Fulfill All of His Promises
God's Daily Promises contains daily promises from the Bible for every
day of the year, presented in a “through the year” format. It focuses
on life-related topics that hold great interest for everyone, topics
like acceptance, brokenness, calling, comfort, crisis, decisions,
doubt, endurance, giving, healing, hurts, loss, love, miracles,
mistakes, planning, purpose, risk, romance, stress, temptation,
tragedy, and wisdom. Imagine if every morning we could be inspired by
a promise of God's Word and then live the rest of the day in
expectation of God fulfilling that promise or with a new sense of
confidence and trust that the promise has indeed been fulfilled. These
little but powerful books (God's Daily Promises, God's Daily Promises
for Leaders, God's Daily Promises for Students, God's Daily Promises
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for Women, God's Daily Promises for Men) will help people think
throughout the day about how God cares for them and will inspire them
to see how God intervenes in their lives.

You're the Principal! Now What?
In "Leadership Promises for Your Week," Maxwell distills many of his
winning concepts and scriptural meditations into a weekly devotional.
He addresses a host of vital topics including success, teamwork,
communication, conflict resolution, stewardship, and mentoring.

God's Wisdom for Navigating Life
Bible Promise books are a staple of the B&H Publishing Group gift line
because we want to be sure that people who may rarely hear it anywhere
else have a way to experience the power of God’s Word speaking right
into their ear, right by their bedside, right where they live. Perfect
as pick-up gifts for any occasion, they cost little more than a
greeting card, but the promises they leave behind make their value
practically priceless. Bible Promises for Women and Bible Promises for
Men were formerly packaged for Moms and Dads respectively. With new
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titles and cover designs, they now appeal to a wider audience than
before. Each book features chapters of encouraging topical verses,
arranged in a format that flows so tightly, they almost speak with a
seamless voice even though they come from every corner of the
Scripture.

The World
We can all point to random examples of innovation inside of healthcare
information technology, but few repeatable processes exist that make
innovation more routine than happenstance. How do you create and
sustain a culture of innovation? What are the best practices you can
refine and embed as part of your organization's DNA? What are the
potential outcomes for robust healthcare transformation when we get
this innovation mystery solved? Loaded with numerous case studies and
stories of successful innovation projects, this book helps the reader
understand how to leverage innovation to help fulfill the promise of
healthcare information technology in enabling superior business and
clinical outcomes.

Leadershift Workbook
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OUR DEAR YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN, we have great confidence in you.
You are beloved sons and daughters of God and He is mindful of you.
You have come to earth at a time of great opportunities and also of
great challenges. The standards in this booklet will help you with the
important choices you are making now and will yet make in the future.
We promise that as you keep the covenants you have made and these
standards, you will be blessed with the companionship of the Holy
Ghost, your faith and testimony will grow stronger, and you will enjoy
increasing happiness.

For the Strength of Youth
In her dynamic new devotional, TRUSTING GOD DAY BY DAY, international
speaker and New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer provides you
with powerful "starting points" for every day of the year. Each day's
devotion is filled with practical advice and help from Joyce along
with life-changing promises from God's Word that you can quickly and
easily apply in your own life. The world wants you to place your trust
in your circumstances, your success, your talents and the opinions of
others. But God's called you to rise above the world, and put your
full trust in Him - to believe and apply what He's promised in His
Word more than anything else. Living this way won't just happen - you
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have to be intentional. But where do you begin? We all need help to
make good choices, battle worry, overcome anxiety and keep a positive
attitude. Using this devotional, readers will learn to grab hold of
life this way, day by day, with trust in God.

Blue Ocean Leadership (Harvard Business Review Classics)
Is your leadership a competitive advantage, or is it costing you? How
do you know? Are you developing your leadership effectiveness at the
pace of change? For most leaders today, complexity is outpacing their
personal and collective development. Most leaders are in over their
heads, whether they know it or not. The most successful organizations
over time are the best led. While this has always been true, today
escalating global complexity puts leadership effectiveness at a
premium. Mastering Leadership involves developing the effectiveness of
leaders—individually and collectively—and turning that leadership into
a competitive advantage. This comprehensive roadmap for optimal
leadership features: Breakthrough research that connects increased
leadership effectiveness with enhanced business performance The first
fully integrated Universal Model of Leadership—one that integrates the
best theory and research in the fields of Leadership and
Organizational Development over the last half century A free, online
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self-assessment of your leadership, using the Leadership Circle
Profile, visibly outlining how you are currently leading and how to
develop even greater effectiveness The five stages in the evolution of
leadership—Egocentric, Reactive, Creative, Integral, and Unitive—along
with the organizational structures and cultures that develop at each
of these stages Six leadership practices for evolving your leadership
capability at a faster pace A map of your optimal path to greater
leadership effectiveness Case stories that facilitate pragmatic
application of this Leadership Development System to your particular
situation This timeless, authoritative text provides a systemic
approach for developing your senior leaders and the leadership system
of your organization. It does not recommend quick fixes, but argues
that real development requires a strategic, long-term, and integrated
approach in order to forge more effective leaders and enhanced
business performance. Mastering Leadership offers a developmental
pathway to bring forth the highest and best use of yourself, your
life, and your leadership. By more meaningfully deploying all of who
you are every day, individually and collectively, you will achieve a
leadership legacy consistent with your highest aspirations.

Life Promises for Success
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Here is help and support when you need it-immediate, helpful answers
to your daily challenges.

Creating Magic
Applauded as one of the world's most popular leadership experts, John
C. Maxwell distills many of his winning concepts and scriptural
meditations into a daily devotional, following the phenomenally
popular format of Grace for the Moment and Hope for Each Day.
Delivered with his trademark style of confidence and clarity, Maxwell
addresses a host of relevant topics including success, stewardship,
teamwork, and mentoring.

Voices of Innovation
Times of change, trouble, or doubt can leave us looking for answers,
wondering what God says about our situation. Millions have trusted
Jack Countryman books based on the promises of God. His first 365-day
devotional—God's Promises® Every Day—brings encouragement and
assurance through Scripture and writings about the promises God has
for your life. In God's Promises® Every Day, bestselling author Jack
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Countryman brings encouragement from the Scriptures to draw readers
closer to what God has affirmed for them. This beautifully designed
daily devotional offers readers a unique experience they will use and
cherish throughout the year.

NKJV, Maxwell Leadership Bible, Third Edition, Imitation
Leather, Black, Comfort Print
Leadership is leadership, no matter where you go or what you do. Yet
sometimes life can be difficult, and even the most seasoned leaders
can find themselves in need of encouragement. In Life Promises for
Leaders, motivational teacher and trainer Zig Ziglar provides a
collection of inspirational readings and Bible promises to encourage
strong leadership in families, in friendships, at work, with finances,
and at church. Filled with easily applicable Bible verses, reflective
questions, and inspiring readings, Life Promises for Leaders is the
perfect daily encouragement for all those looking to reach their
potential, strengthen their relationships, and inspire others to do
the same.

God's Promises for Every Day
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A principal's job is astonishingly complex, and its competing demands
can be overwhelming, especially in the first few years. In this book,
Jen Schwanke, a principal herself, provides a mentor's guidance to
steer new principals through the period of adjustment and set the
foundation for a long and rewarding career. The topics you wish your
graduate program had covered are covered here—directly, practically,
and without the jargon. Drawing on her own experience, Schwanke
provides strategies for tackling the most common yet most daunting
challenges of the principalship, including Establishing productive
professional relationships Building and maintaining a positive school
culture Resolving conflict among staff and parents Providing effective
instructional leadership Supporting students' social-emotional needs
Conducting staff evaluations and delivering feedback Keeping up with
district, state, and federal mandates Managing the facility and the
budget Providing focused and effective professional development
Prioritizing responsibilities Learning from student and schoolwide
data Planning for growth and change Working through behavior and
discipline issues Hiring high-quality teachers and supporting new ones
Leading effective meetings Maintaining balance The standalone chapters
provide easy access to the solutions you need for the situations you
face. Along with real-life scenarios and critical tips for success,
you'll find helpful models of what to do, what to say, and how to say
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it. This book is a source for ideas any time you encounter a problem
and think, "Now what?" It's the beginning of an ongoing conversation
about the wonderful and rewarding work of being a principal.

Leadership Promises for Your Week
’A leader’s ability to achieve anything great for God begins in his or
her heart and mind.’ —John C. MaxwellEffective leadership starts with
healthy, clear thinking. Successful leaders know how to focus on the
essentials.Best-selling author and leadership specialist John C.
Maxwell shares meditations sure to challenge us as leaders to reach
our full potential as servants of God. In this 30th anniversary
edition of his very first book, we learn that ’our ability to achieve
anything great for God begins in our hearts and minds.’Ready for a
change of heart? Ready to be transformed by the renewing of your mind?
Increase your effectiveness as both leader and servant as you ’think
on these things.

Imagine Heaven
There's no lack of people out there telling you to find your passion
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and dream big. But why does it seem like when we try, we so often end
up more lost and overwhelmed than when we started? Liz Forkin Bohannon
wants you to rethink everything you've been told about finding your
passion and following your dreams. Why? Hate to break it to you, but
you're likely never going to "find your passion." Because your passion
and purpose are something you build--actively--day by day. In her
signature tell-it-like-it-is fashion, Liz shares 14 actionable
principles that will teach you how to do just that. With total
transparency, Liz shares hilarious and heartbreaking stories of her
journey of screwups and successes that illustrate the mindsets and
principles that will give you a jolt of energy, inspiration, and
direction toward your True North. By embracing your Inner Beginner,
dreaming small, choosing curiosity over criticism, and so much more,
Liz's story and the principles of Beginner's Pluck will have you on
your way to building a life of purpose, passion, and lasting impact.
Ready to rise to the occasion? It's time to make this life everything
you want it to be. ****** "Brave, practical, and true, Liz shares her
magical journey for anyone brave enough (and generous enough) to want
to go on the journey of a lifetime."--Seth Godin "I met Liz more than
a decade ago in Gulu, Uganda. Beginner's Pluck is a thoughtful book
about what Liz has been strategically doing in the world, not merely
optimistically hoping for. Her authentic voice is one I trust because
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I've seen what she's done. As you flip these pages, you won't want to
be more like Liz. Instead, you'll want to figure out what your next
steps are to release your passions, hopes, and love into a world which
is in desperate need of someone just like you to engage it."--Bob
Goff, hon. consul for the Republic of Uganda and author New York Times
bestsellers Love Does and Everybody Always "I am SO VERY GLAD this
book exists. We have long needed Liz's expert voice speaking into the
minds of dreamers and doers, the ones who have the ideas and want to
execute, and the ones who are exhaustedly executing. We want purpose
in our day, and Liz does it with her life and teaches it here."--Annie
F. Downs, bestselling author of 100 Days to Brave and Remember God

Beginner's Pluck
Fill your schedule with the things that matter and pave your way to
success with this undated LeatherLuxe® 8x10 planner from New York
Times bestselling author John C. Maxwell. The secret of your success
is largely determined by your daily agenda. Now New York Times
bestselling author John C. Maxwell has produced a planner to help you
achieve your goals. With inspiring quotes from his bestselling books
and presentations, this planner shares Maxwell's system for
compounding greatness daily. It offers both month-at-a-glance and
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weekly planning layouts in an easy-to-use lay-flat binding. Ellie
Claire's LeatherLuxe® material on a custom burnished and foil-stamped
folio creates a stunning, classic design. The rich feel of leather is
finished with round corners to make this undated planner and
extraordinary gift for any time of year. FEATURES Includes inspiring
quotes from John C. Maxwell's books and presentations Custom debossed
and foil stamped folio LeatherLuxe® 8 x 10 planner Month-at-a-glance
calendar that can be used for any month Weekly planning Lay-flat
design Rounded corners

God's Daily Promises for Women
As a serial entrepreneur, Kevin Kruse has seen time and again that the
leadership practices that actually work are the opposite of what is
commonly taught and implemented. Close Your Open Door Policy shows how
a contrarian approach can be a better, faster, and easier way to
succeed as a leader. Chapter by chapter, Kruse focuses on a piece of
popular wisdom, then shows with real-world case studies and
quantitative research that the opposite approach will lead to better
results, encouraging leaders to play favorites, stay out of meetings,
and, of course, close their open doors.
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Life Promises for Leaders
Mark Noll has written a major indictment of American evangelicalism.
Reading this book, one wonders if the evangelical movement has
pandered so much to American culture and tried to be so popular only
to lose not only it's mind but it's soul as well. For evangelical
pastors and parishoners alike, this is a must read! --Robert Wuthnow.

The Maxwell Daily Reader
Leaders need encouragement too, and who better to send it than the
leader of leaders! Applauded as one of the world's most popular
leadership experts, John Maxwell brings many of his winning concepts
and scriptural meditations into a daily devotional/journal format,
designed specifically for leaders. Each devotional is delivered with
John’s trademark style of confidence and clarity, followed by space
for writing personal reflection. Included are a host of relevant
topics including success, stewardship, teamwork, and mentoring—all
topics that ring true to every leader’s heart.

Trusting God Day by Day
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Bestselling author John C. Maxwell's signature leadership principles
are all straight from the Bible. This 3rd Edition of the Maxwell
Leadership Bible brings those lessons together with the Scriptures,
including brand new inspiring content, and a new full-color redesign
featuring NIV Comfort Print.
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Read More About Leadership Promises For Every Day A Daily Devotional
Arts & Photography
Biographies & Memoirs
Business & Money
Children's Books
Christian Books & Bibles
Comics & Graphic Novels
Computers & Technology
Cookbooks, Food & Wine
Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Education & Teaching
Engineering & Transportation
Health, Fitness & Dieting
History
Humor & Entertainment
Law
LGBTQ+ Books
Literature & Fiction
Medical Books
Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Parenting & Relationships
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Politics & Social Sciences
Reference
Religion & Spirituality
Romance
Science & Math
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Self-Help
Sports & Outdoors
Teen & Young Adult
Test Preparation
Travel
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